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Enforcement List Item  
Committee Date:  11 July 2018

Case No. ENF/18/00083/UNTIDY Grid Ref: 272553 108255

Address:
Eastmere Farm, Lapford, Crediton, EX17 6QU

Alleged Breach:
Untidy site having an adverse effect upon the visual amenity of the locality

Recommendation:
That Members having considered that the condition of the land identified in this report is having an 
adverse effect on the amenity of the local area grant authority to the Legal Services Manager to 
take all such steps and action necessary to secure the improvement of the appearance of the land, 
including the issue of a Section 215 (Untidy Site) Notice and prosecution and/or Direct Action in 
the event of non-compliance with the notice.

Site Description:
The site sits within the parish of Lapford on land to the east of the A377, opposite Popes Wood 
and situated to the west of the centre of Lapford (as shown edged pink on the site plan below).  
The site is surrounded by predominantly open countryside, with Popes woodland to the northwest, 
the railway line to the south and a small number of residential properties located to the east, on the 
opposite side of the A377.

Site Plan:
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Site History:
12/00535/FULL Change of use from agricultural to agricultural/equestrian, erection of 4 

timber stables and an agricultural barn following demolition of existing 
shelter/stables, formation of hardstanding parking area and new access 
track/visibility splay – WITHDRAWN – 18/07/12

15/00703/PNCOU Prior notification for change of use of an agricultural building to a dwelling 
under Class Q - APPEAL DISMISSED 24/06/16

Development Plan Policies:
None Relevant to this matter

Reasons/Material Considerations:
In March 2018, a complaint was received by the enforcement team regarding the unsightly 
appearance of the land at Eastmere Farm, Lapford.  The site sits immediately adjacent to the main 
road (A377) between Exeter and Barnstaple and is clearly visible from the public domain, 
particularly on the approach to Lapford from the north.

A site visit was carried out on 27 March 2018 which established that the land was being used for 
the storage of various items, including farm machinery, scrap metal, tyres, wooden pallets, timber 
planks, tarpaulins and other sundry items of scrap materials.  In addition to the poor condition of 
the land, it was noted at the time of the site visit that a number of horses and cattle were being 
kept on the land.

A land registry search revealed a recent change in land ownership which appeared to correspond 
with the deterioration of the condition of the land.  A letter was sent to the registered owner of the 
land detailing the Council’s concerns and confirming our intention to instigate enforcement action 
seeking an improvement to the condition of the land.

Following reports to the Council that the some attempt had been made to tidy the site; a further 
site visit was undertaken on 4 June 2018.  While it is acknowledged that some work has been 
undertaken to improve the appearance of the site, it remains in a condition which the Council 
considers detrimental to the visual amenity of the locality.

It is the Council’s view that the storage of scrap materials as outline above in this location has a 
significant adverse effect upon the amenity of the local area.  The site represents an unsightly and 
incongruous feature within a predominantly rural area on the outskirts of the village, having a 
detrimental impact upon the residential amenities of the neighbouring properties.  It is the 
Council’s view that the harm caused by the condition of the land may only be mitigated by 
instigating enforcement action seeking the removal of those items being stored on the land and its 
restoration to its former condition.

It is, therefore, proposed that a Section 215 (Untidy Site) Notice should be served, securing an 
improvement in the condition of the land.  Members are advised that failure to comply with the 
terms of a Section 215 Notice is an Offence for which the landowner may be prosecuted in the 
Magistrates Court.  The issuing of a Notice is considered a proportionate response given that 
previous requests have not been complied with to restore the land to an acceptable condition.

Human Rights and Equality Issues:

The expediency of Enforcement action has been assessed with reference to the National Planning 
Policy Framework (NPPF). Expediency has also been assessed with regard to the statutory 
Development Plan, comprising the Core Strategy 2026 (July 2007), the Allocations and 
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Infrastructure Development Plan Policies (January 2011) the Local Plan Part 3 Development 
Management Policies (October 2013) the Proposed Local Plan Review Policies 2013 - 2033.

When making their decision, Members must have regard to all relevant planning legislation, 
regulations, guidance, circulars and Council policies.  

In addition, Members should note that the Human Rights Act 1998 (HRA 1998) makes it unlawful 
for the Council to act incompatibly with Convention rights.  Decisions by the Committee must take 
account of the HRA 1998.  Therefore, Members need to be aware of the fact that the HRA 1998 
makes the European Convention on Human Rights (the Convention) directly applicable to the 
actions of public bodies in England and Wales.  The specific parts of the Convention relevant to 
planning matters are Article 6 (right to a fair hearing); Article 8 (right to respect for private and 
family life); Article 1 of the First Protocol (protection of property) and Article 14 (prohibition of 
discrimination).

Article 6 deals with procedural fairness. If normal committee procedures are followed, it is unlikely 
that this article will be breached. 

Article 1 of the First Protocol and Article 8 are not absolute rights and infringements of these rights 
protected under these are allowed in certain defined circumstances, for example where required 
by law. However any infringement must be proportionate, which means it must achieve a fair 
balance between the public interest and the private interest infringed and must not go beyond what 
is needed to achieve its objective. 

Article 14 states that the rights under the Convention shall be secured without discrimination on 
grounds of 'sex, race, colour, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, 
association with a national minority, property, birth or other status'.

The power to issue any form of Notice to redress the issue is discretionary and should only be 
used where the Local Planning Authority (LPA) are satisfied that there is a reason to do so.  The 
LPA must also be satisfied that it is expedient to issue the Notice, and that the issuing of a Notice 
is proportionate in all circumstances and is in the public interest.  Consequently the Council must 
decide based on the particular circumstances of each individual case the question of expediency, 
proportionality and public interest.  The decision to take action must be reasonable and not based 
on irrational factors or taken without proper consideration of the relevant facts.  

Reasons for issuing the Notice
The alleged breach of planning control concerns an untidy site where the condition of the land is 
having a detrimental impact upon the visual amenity of the locality.


